
Time to iREACT!
Testing your Dirty 30 Knowledge

1) You have some time to remind yourselves of the Dirty 30 words 

below and their correct spelling. You will then be tested on this 

vocabulary after 2 minutes.

Ambiguous

Callous

Diligent

Ethereal

Clandestine

2) Please choose 3 of the words you 

found most difficult, and create 3 

separate sentences, each including one of 

your chosen words.  

Use the winter  
image to help 

inspire you! 



Read the two extracts about 
children in prisons.

- To recall how to structure question 2
- To be able to summarise effectively and write a complete 

answer.

Wednesday, 02 December 2020Children in Prisons



4 Marks

5 Minutes

Read again the lines 1-18 of Source A. 

Choose four statements below which are TRUE.

• Shade the boxes of the ones you think are true.
• Choose a maximum of four statements.

A The prison is a modern building.

B The children are in prison only to be punished.  

C The child prisoner is guarded by two men.

D The child prisoner is confident and arrogant. 

E Child prisons are often named to make them sound pleasant. 

F The child prisoner is put straight into his cell. 

G The prison tries to give the child prisoners a sense of pride. 

H Child prisoners are normally violent and dangerous.

This question is based 
on Source A.



8 Marks

10 Minutes

Point Quote Interpret

Make a clear 
statement 
about the 

connections.

Quote details 
from both 
sources.

Make an 
inference which 

shows 
understanding.

 Demonstrate a clear 
connection/difference
between texts. 

 Select relevant 
quotations from both texts 
to support summary.

 Begin to interpret both 
texts.

Similarly Likewise As with Like Equally

Alternatively Whereas Unlike Instead of In contrast

You need to refer to both source A and Source B for this 
question.
The experiences of children in the two prisons are very 
different. 
Use details from both sources to write a summary of the 
differences. 



8 Marks

10 Minutes

Details: experiences of the children in prison.
Choose 3 quotations from each passage.

Source A – The End of Innocence Source B – Oscar Wilde’s letter 



The experiences 
of children in the 
two prisons are 
very different. 

Use details from 
both sources to 
write a summary 
of the 
differences.

In Source A, the writer describes how the children in the secure 
home are well looked after, as they get “education” and “the food is 
good”. Their time being locked up is clearly structured to allow 
them to learn from mistakes and to treat them well if they behave.
However, Source B is much more critical about the “cruelty” and 
“brutality” suffered by the children. They are treated harshly 
throughout their time in prison, as the sole focus seems to be 
punishment and making things seem terrifying for them. 

Your turn…

 Complete your response to this question by writing 3 
paragraphs of your own.

 You have 10 minutes to write your answer.

Point – Quote – Interpret – Connective – Point – Quote – Interpret



Have they made two relevant points 
about each text including compare and 

contrast language?

Have they included textual details or 
quotations?

Have they been able to infer meaning 
from the textual details they have 

provided?

PEER ASSESSMENT



Time to iREACT!
Testing your Dirty 30 Knowledge

1) Illustrate the correct use of the following words 

from Dirty 30, by creating your own sentences. 

Please write one sentence per separate word.

Malevolent

Plethora

Zenith

Superfluous

Sporadic

2) Highlight the words in your sentences 
and label then with a brief definition of 

that word. 

HINT: if you struggle to create a 
definition, can you think of any 

synonyms? 



Q3: Analysing Language
- To analyse the effects of language within a text

- To be able to plan and write an answer to question 3

Wednesday, 02 December 2020



12 Marks

15 Minutes

You now need to refer only to Source B, Oscar Wilde’s description of the treatment of 
children in Reading Prison. 

How does Wilde use language to create sympathy for the child prisoners? 

• You must focus on the effect of the 
language.  What impact does it have 
on the reader?

• Select quotations with precision –
zoom in on the impact of specific 
words.

• Pay attention to the section of the 
extract you have been asked to 
read.

Emotive language Metaphor Personification Noun (Dynamic) Verb

Semantic field Simile Adjective Adverb

Method

Evidence

Analysis

1) Use your opening sentence to refer to a 
method the author has used.

2) Select a quotation from the text – pick out 
a key quotation.

3) Analyse the meanings and connotations 
within the quotation – this should be the 
longest part of the paragraph.



12 Marks

15 Minutes

You now need to refer only to Source B, Oscar Wilde’s description of the treatment of 
children in Reading Prison. 

How does Wilde use language to create sympathy for the child prisoners? 

• Annotate the extract, focusing only on the paragraphs identified in the question.

• Look for any of the techniques listed below to help you.

Emotive language Metaphor Personification Noun (Dynamic) Verb

Semantic field Simile Adjective Adverb



METHOD EVIDENCE ANALYSIS (BULLET POINTS)

Complete this table in as 
much detail as you can to 
plan for your response… 

Focus on making your 
analysis perceptive and 

unique

Emotive language Metaphor Personification Noun (Dynamic) Verb

Semantic field Simile Adjective Adverb



How does 
Wilde use 
language to 
create 
sympathy for 
the child 
prisoners? 

Wilde uses a metaphor to create sympathy for the treatment of the 
children throughout the source, as one of them had “in his eyes the 
terror of a hunted animal.” This highlights the sheer fear of the boy 
as he is treated violently and aggressively by the staff. The 
abstract noun “terror” identifies the extent to which he feels 
helpless. This is further highlighted by the adjective “hunted”, 
showing that the boy perhaps feels cornered and trapped, as well as 
being treated as though he is not even human.

Your turn…

 Complete your response to this question by writing 3 
paragraphs of your own.

 You have 15 minutes to write your answer.

Method Quotation Analysis



Try to write at 
least 3 

paragraphs of 
your own!

As well as

Furthermore

In addition to

Also

Moreover

Useful sentences:
•This metaphor/simile/personification is 
used to show...
•The use of this 
adverb/verb/adjective/image 
represents...
•The writer is trying to symbolise...
•This image is effective because...
•The use of the adjective/noun/verb 
evokes a sense of…

This suggests… This links to…
Alternatively, it 

might…
This indicates…

We can argue that… The reader will… This demonstrates… This reveals…

Writing your Paragraphs

Method

Evidence

Analysis

1) Use your opening sentence to 
refer to a method the author has 
used.

2) Select a quotation from the 
text – pick out a key quotation.

3) Analyse the meanings and 
connotations within the 
quotation – this should be the 
longest part of the paragraph.

How does 
Wilde use 
language to 
create 
sympathy 
for the child 
prisoners? 



Have they made a 
range of clear 

points about the 
language 

techniques used? 

Have they 
included a range 

of quotations?

Have they tried to 
develop a range 

of interpretations 
of the language?

Have they 
explained the 
effect of the 

language 
techniques on the 

reader?

PEER ASSESSMENT



Question 4 -
Comparison 
- To understand how to plan and write a response to question 4

- To be able to effectively compare non-fiction texts

Wednesday, 02 December 2020



4 Marks

5 Minutes

Read again lines 1-15 of Source B. 

Choose four statements below which are TRUE.

• Shade the boxes of the ones you think are true.
• Choose a maximum of four statements.

A The children deserve to be treated harshly when in the prisons.

B Wilde saw three children who had just been convicted.

C Wilde was imprisoned for three years in Reading.

D A warder is sacked for giving biscuits to children in prison.

E Only people who have seen inside the prisons can appreciate how badly 
children there are treated.

F Wilde has previously seen even smaller children being convicted.

G Wandsworth Prison has a large number of child prisoners.

H Wilde did not realise how badly the children were going to be treated.

This question is based 
on Source B.

B D E F 



Question 4

How many marks is this worth? 

Which skills are required for Question 4? 

Which Source does this question refer to?

How long should we spend on question 4?  

Discuss the 
answers to the 

following:



16 Marks

20 Minutes

For this question you need to refer to the whole of source A together with the whole of 
source B. 

Compare how the writers have conveyed their different views 
about children in prisons and the treatment of them that they 
witness.

In your answer, you could:

• compare their different ideas and perspectives
• compare the methods they use to convey their ideas and perspectives
• support your response with references to both texts.

This is the most important word in the question as it is asking you to write 
about the effects of the language through the techniques that the writers 

have used. 



ATTITUDE METHOD EVIDENCE ANALYSIS

Source A -

Source B -

Source A -

Source B  -

SOURCE A 
ATTITUDES

Rehabilitation 
Privileges
Equality
Lenience
Fairness

Relaxed punishment
Second chances 

SOURCE B 
ATTITUDES

Brutality
Harshness
Inequality

Distress
Isolation 

Terror
Suffering

Misery 



A

M

E

A

The writer reveals an attitude of… 
The writer shows he feels…

The writer reveals a viewpoint of…

The method he uses to do this is…
He does this by using powerful **adjectives*…

Readers see this when it says…
This is revealed within the quotation…

**Must try and embed your quotation**

This quotations suggests…
This language clearly shows/reveals…

**Link back to the question in this section as much as you can**



Emotive language Metaphor Statistic Abstract noun Verb

Semantic field Simile Alliteration Adjective Adverb

1. Identify the viewpoints 
and attitudes in both 

texts – are they similar or 
different? 

2. Identify and analyse 
the techniques the 
writers have used to 
present their views. 

3. Link your ideas 
together in an AMEA 

paragraph – use 
connectives.

Similarly Alternatively

Likewise Whereas

As with Unlike

Like Instead of

Equally In contrast

Remember to write 

a lot about a little!

Useful sentences:
•This metaphor/simile/personification is used to 
show...
•The use of this adverb/verb/adjective/image 
represents...
•The writer is trying to symbolise...
•This image is effective because...
•The use of the adjective/noun/verb evokes a sense 
of…



Does each paragraph include each of the 
following?

Source A: Writer’s Attitude
Method
Evidence
Analysis

Connective

Source B: Writer’s Attitude
Method
Evidence
Analysis

PEER ASSESSMENT

Annotate your 
answer with these 
aspects of AMEA 
and then write a 

WWW/EBI 
underneath.
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